
Azure 
Whether you are planning to migrate to cloud, or you’re 
looking to build a hybrid data center, CTGlobal’s Azure experts 
are the people to talk to. Covering all the Azure disciplines, 
CTGlobal’s consultants can jump in and guide you on your 
journey, ensuring that you stay in control of cost and security, 
and that your organization fully benefits from all the flexibility 
and scalability the Azure solutions have to offer.

Find out more about CTGlobal’s Azure solutions:

MICROSOFT GOLD PARTNER 

– stay in control with CTGlobal



Migration
CTGlobal’s experts lift your Azure environment to a governed state, based on our best practices and 
automated implementation. With best practice Azure Migration, you can enforce or audit external 
laws and regulations, as well as internal policies, and get in control of your environment.

AZURE MIGRATION FROM CTGLOBAL COVERS THESE FIVE DISCIPLINES:
Cost Management
Security Baseline

Resource Consistency
Identity Baseline

Deployment Acceleration

Hybrid with Azure Stack HCI
Hybrid data centers can offer a centralized cloud with huge amounts of computing power and storage 
available on demand, in combination with regional and local data centers that are physically closer to 
where the data is consumed. Choosing the right mix of cloud and physical storage, and the right mix 
of products and vendors, is crucial.

CTGlobal’s, consultants have worked 
with data center solutions for many years 
– on-prem, cloud and hybrid – and have 
extensive experience in defining require-
ments and developing migration plans for 
organizations of all shapes and sizes.

“CIOs face the challenge of selecting the right mixture of 
cloud and traditional IT for the organization.  The mix of 
many different elements such as edge, hybrid cloud, work-
flow and management creates complex infrastructures.” 

David Cappuccio 
Gartner Vice President and Distinguished Analyst. 



Security and Identity
Security and identity are among the most complex issues when you move all or parts of your organization 
to the cloud – and arguably the most business-critical areas to be in control of. There are a large number 
of physical, infrastructure, and operational controls to help secure Azure, and actions to take to help 
protect your organization by strengthening your security posture, and we know how to use them.

Automation 
The power to automate, configure and install updates across hybrid environments is what truly frees up 
resources, lowers cost and boosts productivity and efficiency in a modern organization. Our industry 
renowned automation team can help you make the most wonderful things happen through automation
– including controlling Lego robots and greenhouses….

Network
When designing an Azure network, scalability and security are the two key elements to consider in your archi-
tecture: How do you achieve the scalability and flexibility to provide Network-as-a-Service in your organization, 
without losing control or compromise security by using Azure’s native feature set? We help you identify the 
network resources needed, to get an enterprise-class cloud network.

Migration
A successful and effective journey needs a target destination, and before you take the first step, you need to 
know how you plan to get there: Lifting and shifting; lifting and optimizing; or modernizing? We help you get 
though the four phases: Assessment, migration, optimization, and securing and managing. 



What’s next?
CONTACT CTGLOBAL FOR A PROJECT PROPOSAL AND PRICING.
Our local business development managers will work with you to scope your Azure requirements, 
and draft a customized proposal.

Contact us:
info@ctglobalservices.com

Download e-books and watch our videos on CTGlobal’s Azure solutions: 
www.ctglobalservices.com/services

About CTGlobal
CTGlobal is an IT consultancy and development company focused on cloud, data center, security and enterprise client management. 
The corporate HQ is based in Denmark with offices in Nordics, Baltics and North America. The company was founded in 1999. CTGlobal 
is Microsoft Azure Advanced Specialized Partner for Windows Server and SQL Migration to Azure; and Gold Partner in Application 
Integration; Windows and Devices; Cloud Platform; Cloud Productivity; and Datacenter. To meet increased customer demand for IT 
security solutions, CTGlobal has launched a “Microsoft Security First” strategy, advocating a security approach based on the full utilization 
of Microsoft security technologies. CTGlobal’s experts speak and teach at leading international seminars and conferences. CTGlobal helps 
enterprises maximize return on their investments in Microsoft Systems Management and cloud platform solutions, by analyzing and 
visualizing threats to compliance, security and performance in their IT infrastructure, and prioritize tasks and resources accordingly. 
CTGlobal is renowned for expert solutions and recognized as leaders in the field of technology management and infrastructure visualization.

www.ctglobalservices.com


